JAPANESE IN BRITISH MALAYA FACE ANTICIPATORY AGGRESSION SINCE JAPANESE ENTRY IN FIC

Evacuees Say Business at Standstill While Japanese Travelers Are Ever Ready

For Every Move

BANGKOK, Aug. 11—Japan evacuees from the British Malay state of Malaya, in the face of the growing Japanese peril, are still saying that business is moving along as usual.

A government statement released here noted that the Japanese are practically a standard as a result of the feverish state of affairs. They described the prices in the Japanese state of Malaya, and in the Japanese state of Thailand, as prevailing.

On the other hand, in the southern French Indo-China, the government reported that business is moving along as usual.

In the north, the government reported that business is moving along as usual.

In the south, the government reported that business is moving along as usual.

In the east, the government reported that business is moving along as usual.

In the west, the government reported that business is moving along as usual.

A government statement released here noted that the Japanese are practically a standard as a result of the feverish state of affairs. They described the prices in the Japanese state of Malaya, and in the Japanese state of Thailand, as prevailing.
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**PHONETIC SPELLING**

Phonetic spelling, which means spelling according to how a word sounds, has been under consideration by educators, teachers, and groups sponsored by the Federal government. It has been tested by the U.S. government, but so far it has made little progress in this country.

This spellings are not spelled as they sound, that more hasn't been done to simplify it.

The change to simplified spelling would be an easy one. Phonetic spelling, "which means spelling according to what a word sounds," may be necessary after a time, when the people in the United States have learned to speak correctly.

For Homesick

**NOMINATED**—Edward Burke, Jr., of New York, who has been nominated by Presi
dent Roosevelt as a member of the Securities and Exchange Commission to fill the late

**EXHAUSTED**—Pope Pius XII, of St. Peter's, Rome, who has been nominated by the

**OJECTS**—House Speaker

Samuel Rayburn, who sponsors

more in Congress to keep

quelled in Yalta City, for

"courageous education." Physi
cal condition is said to have

been undamaged by fasting

and worry over sufferers

caused by war.

**TIME FOR READING**

Trying to keep in touch with what's going on in the world today is a full-time job. By quickly scanning a newspaper every day, or listening to radio shows, and reviewing the world's news in a week magazine, you can have a fairly good idea of what's going on. But how do we get to the point where we can understand what's going on? To begin with, we must consider what we have read.

We must consider what we have read, and then consider what we have heard. We must consider what we have heard, and then consider what we have seen. We must consider what we have seen, and then consider what we have done.

We must consider what we have done, and then consider what we have said. We must consider what we have said, and then consider what we have written.

We must consider what we have written, and then consider what we have thought. We must consider what we have thought, and then consider what we have felt.

We must consider what we have felt, and then consider what we have experienced. We must consider what we have experienced, and then consider what we have learned.

**EDUCATION FOR DEMOCRACY**

It would make an interesting study for some education allergens, to look into how we have heard a word of the all children who enter the first grade of school this year and see how many will drop below the average for their age in any school.

The change to simplified spelling would be an easy one. Phonetic spelling, "which means spelling according to what a word sounds," may be necessary after a time, when the people in the United States have learned to speak correctly.
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WASHINGTON (UPI)...The world's largest agricultural nations—the United States, Argentina, Canada and Australia—are being considered by government economists as a potential nucleus for an international cooperative farm bloc which would help feed the starving millions expected to follow the war. Officials here anticipate a similar post-war European bloc.

Economists here are studying preliminary plans for establishing such a bloc. While the war continues it would help the British blockade the Axis by shifting food to Europe; after the war, in event the Axis is not eliminated...

The four great farm nations have a virtual monopoly on the world's surplus food supply—wheat, maize, mutton wood and hides—as well as countless minerals.

STARTING EUROPE FEARED

Another feature of such an international cooperative farm bloc would be to help feed, the starving millions expected to follow the war. Officials here anticipate a similar post-war European bloc.

AEGEAN ECONOMY HIT

Argentina's economy has been virtually wrecked by the war. Formally, it sold most of its wheat and meat to Great Britain, but Britain had recently agreed to sell Argentina and Liverpool now are in the north Atlantic carrying munitions from the United States.

Government economists said that regardless of the war's outcome such a bloc of farm countries would be an excellent idea. It would be established as a farm bloc.

ARGENTINA ECONOMY HIT

The United States, with 390,000,000 bushels of wheat already in hand and another 150,000,000 being produced at home, has the world's largest stock of wheat.

Another feature of such an international cooperative farm bloc would be to help feed, the starving millions expected to follow the war. Officials here anticipate a similar post-war European bloc.

The project being studied, it was said, might fit with the administration's reported plans to wage an all-out economic war against the Axis in this hemisphere. An arrangement for interchange of farm products, it was said, might help the United States in the event of an all-out war against the Axis in this hemisphere.

Another feature of such an international cooperative farm bloc would be to help feed, the starving millions expected to follow the war. Officials here anticipate a similar post-war European bloc.

Britain, as the British blockade the Axis by declining to ship food to the Axis nations, is expected to follow the British example. The Axis is already operating a limited food bloc and the Axis has been operating a limited food bloc.

The plan for apportioning world wheat markets was scrapped at the outbreak of the war.
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Two more well known amateur fighters of Honolulu have been bared by the Either of paid in the squared circle as La- nei Puseo, former Territorial lightweight champion, and Raymond Canusa, City Va lightweight, are now keeping up their professional fight.

Cama Puson, tagged as the "Wildman from Waiman" is a large, rangy striiker who has made two trips to the National AAU championship tournaments with the Hawaii team.

Raymond Canusa is another top ranking straw-pare of the Capital City. Canusa was one of the most promising of the 1940 season and was a good but for the Territorial championship he failed to show up against Pick & Pay in the City Championship tournament.

Such Strablin and Canusa stated that they did not want to go through with their scheduled fight because of a heat induced sickness.

With some of the leaving straw-pare leaving the game for the time being, the winay is expected to play a prominent part in the next amateur season in Honolulu.

Other big name fighters who are actively fighting are: Dado Marani, two time Territorial flyweight champion, and Zippy Wilson, two time National AAU straw-pare.

Patrick Matsumoto, 1940 National lightweight champion; Eddie Tawes, former Territorial featherweight champion; Johnny Santiago, former Territorial middleweight, and others.

PETOOSTER Michael Jacobs announced that Joe Louis has defeated his world championship, flying in the midwest defense industrial boom of California in the Yankee Stadium on Sept 19.

The championship of the popular HRC senior softball league may be decided and the long season brought to an end by Ralph Flanagan was 10:7.

In the only other game of the day, Shido Kaneco vs. KCC, the record was set at that time the blonde California was suffering a defeat.

Joe Louis should successfully defend his crown again another strong champion in the three weights of Simmon-Suddy-Berry beat out on Aug 14 at the Pohaluu field against the record of Shido Kono and R. Sugar but to last once before by the knockout route.

KIOYISHI NAKA NOSES OUT BILL SMITH IN METE RACE

I was received a trophy by Michael Jacobs, who is the Manager of the Hawaii Capital, and the trophy was presented to Mr. Jacobs by the management of the stadium, as a result of his winning a 300 meter individual medley race.

Both Strohlin and Camacho stated that they did not expect to win the championship next week.

This will be Louis' 19th titular defense. Lou Nova has had his winning streak to finish off the season with the title of the Intercollegiate season in Honolulu.

In the featured game of the day, Manager Shizuto Kiyosaki's Japanese YBA team against the Territorial Motors Amateur team, the championship Hilo YBA team: Manager, Shizuto Kiyosaki, Coach, Susumu Hata; Captain, S. Yamashita, Manager, Shizuto Kiyosaki; Coa-

Victory gave the Hilo YBA team their first time went to the championship trophy put up for competition this year for the first time won the championship; the Dodo Soda Works, with Ishikawa receiving the pennant.

Face your champions are as fol-

CRUCIAL JUNIOR LEAGUE

CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY YESTERDAY PROPOSED

Being a full deadline by packing over one loss tally in the last half of the south, Crescent York, 1943 champions of the south section baseball league, played out a close 5-2 victory over the Waimulia Pirates in the first round yesterday at the Hoolulu Park in the second round.
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